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Our current understanding of the Epoch of Reionization (EoR) elicits many uncertainties. It is un-
known how Lyman continuum photons, responsible for ionizing neutral hydrogen during this epoch,
reached the intergalactic medium. One theory of their escape pertains to galactic winds. The intense
outflows of gas and particles from supernovae and other large-scale astronomical phenomena create
”holes” in the interstellar clouds, thereby facilitating Lyman continuum photon escape. To explore
this theory, we need to define the stellar complexes within galaxies from the EoR; through mapping
their star formation histories, we can better understand the interactions between stellar populations
and use this to source Lyman continuum photon escape. Because galaxies from the EoR are billions
of light-years away, we study 6 nearby Extreme-Emission-Line-Galaxies (EELGs), considered local
analogs of those from the EoR. We use integral field spectroscopy to extract and analyze the emission
and absorption spectra for each stellar complex. Through fitting their Balmer lines, we quantify
their emission- and absorption-line equivalent widths. Greater emission-line equivalent widths cor-
respond to younger populations, while greater absorption-line equivalent widths correspond to older
populations. Upon approximating the stellar population ages based on these equivalent widths, we
search for spatial offsets between younger stars, responsible for producing Lyman continuum pho-
tons, and older stars, responsible for creating “holes” in interstellar clouds from their core-collapses.
We find that, while there are trends in star formation histories amongst pairs of galaxies, there are
few consistencies that apply to the entire sample.

Keywords: Galactic outflows, Reionization Epoch, Lyman continuum photon escape, Balmer lines, Stellar Pop-
ulation Synthesis

I. INTRODUCTION

The Epoch of Reionization (EoR), or final transition
phase of the universe, occurred between 150 million years
and 1 billion years after the Big Bang. This was when
photons escaped galaxies and ionized the neutral hydro-
gen in the intergalactic medium (IGM) and circumgalac-
tic medium (CGM) [1]. While it occurred billions of years
ago, this ionization is crucial to the formation and evo-
lution of galaxies in our local universe.

It is a mystery how these Lyman continuum photons
penetrate through the interstellar clouds that inhabit
these galaxies. One theory pertains to different stellar
populations and their relationships with one another. O-
type stars are young (millions of years old) and massive
(10−20 M⊙). They radiate energy in the form of Ly-
man continuum photons, photons with energies greater
than or equal to the minimum energy needed to ionize
neutral hydrogen: 13.6eV. While these photons and their
escapes are needed for the EoR, they are unable to reach
the IGM or CGM, should there exist no paths for such
escape. If this is the case, the interstellar clouds ab-
sorb these photons and they are unable to reach the neu-
tral hydrogen in the surrounding media. A-type stars
are much older than O-type stars (10-100 million years
old). They eventually become core-collapse supernovae
and produce galactic winds, intense outflows of gas and
particles. Whether these outflows reach the IGM or
merely redistribute themselves throughout the interstel-
lar medium (ISM) depends on (1) the mass of the galaxy,
directly influencing its gravitational potential well and

(2) the energy of the event creating the galactic wind.
While galactic winds transport gases and particles them-
selves, they also create “holes” in the interstellar clouds,
thereby facilitating future photon escape.

The uncertainty surrounding the Reionization Epoch,
particularly Lyman continuum photon escape, can po-
tentially be resolved with the union of these two stel-
lar classifications. Should a galaxy contain O-type stars,
producing Lyman continuum photons, as well as A-type
stars, producing galactic winds and thus “holes” in the
interstellar clouds, the ambiguity behind the escape of
Lyman continuum photons during the EoR may be re-
solved.

To investigate this theory, we map and study the
star formation histories in 6 nearby Extreme-Emission-
Line galaxies (EELGs) observed by the CLASSY Team
[2]. Despite their low redshifts (z=0.001-0.01), they
closely resemble galaxies from the EoR. Their low masses
(log(M)=6−8), low metallicities (log(Z)=0.01−0.1), ir-
regular morphologies, and high specific star formation
rates (log(sSFR) = −8 − −7) are select characteristics
that name them local analogs.

From each galaxy’s Hubble Space Telescope (HST),
Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI), or Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) images, we define their differ-
ent stellar complexes. Upon extracting spectra from the
Keck Cosmic Web Imager (KCWI) for each of these re-
gions, we fit the emission and absorption components of
their Balmer lines. Then, we calculate and compare the
Balmer emission- and absorption-line equivalent widths
to those generated by state-of-the-art stellar population
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synthesis tool, BEAGLE [3]. This comparison, via an
equivalent width grid, provides an age approximation
for each stellar complex. In addition to mapping the
distribution of stellar complex ages for each galaxy, we
spatially resolve the galaxy images to further assess the
above proposed theory of Lyman continuum photon es-
cape.

II. METHODS

A. Identifying Stellar Complexes

We utilized Photutils to group clusters of stars, called
stellar complexes, within the galaxies that made up our
sample. To begin, we located and extracted HST, DESI,
or SDSS images, in the same band, for each galaxy in our
sample. To account for background noise, we extracted
an uncontaminated region of the galaxy’s image and used
its median noise value to derive the threshold parame-
ter. We multiplied this value by a factor of 8 for these
galaxies, all background-subtracted, to obtain the thresh-
old values. Then, we constructed a segmentation image
for each galaxy through quantifying each pixel in the
galaxy image. Because certain brightnesses/intensities
share such quantities, the galaxy images were resolved
into different clusters of stars. Upon establishing prelim-
inary stellar complexes, we better defined these regions
through deblending the segmentation image; this divided
the stellar complexes into smaller, more precise clusters
through taking into account their overlap. This was done
through defining three parameters: number of connecting
pixels (npixels), number of levels (nlevels), and contrast
(Table 1). We defined the number of connecting pixels
through measuring the number of pixels per arcsecond in
each image and calculating npixels=π×(pixels/arcsec)2.
1” is the point spread function full width at half maxi-
mum (PSF FWHM) size of the KCWI data cubes (see
Section II.B.), and so it is not physical to extract spec-
tra for regions any smaller than this. For galaxies with
identical segmentation and deblending images, we adjust
the number of connecting pixels by decreasing it by a
factor of π : npixels = (pixels/arcsec)2. We defined 512
multi-thresholding levels. Lastly, we used 1% contrast
to deblend each galaxy segmentation. Depending on the
resolution, size, and morphology of each galaxy, unique
stellar complexes were identified (Figure 1).

Ultimately, with a precise identification of the differ-
ent stellar complexes in each sample galaxy, we con-
structed their region apertures through calculating the
Petrosian radius using Petrofit. This method utilizes
the photometry-derived curve of growth to identify the
radii enclosing different fractions of the total flux. Ulti-
mately, the Petrosian radius is defined below, such that
R1 and R2 represent the radii one before and one after
the Petrosian radius:

Rpetrosian = 0.2× R1 +R2

2
(1)

FIG. 1. Left: Segmentation images of J0248, J0823, J0944,
J1016, J1238, and J1418 (top to bottom).
Right: Deblended segmentation images of same galaxies be-
side their segmentation images.
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Galaxy ID RA:DEC Redshift Image Origin Filter Threshold npixels nlevels Contrast

J0248 02:48:15.82-08:17:23.8 0.004562 HST F814W 0.0432818010 400 512 0.01

J0823 08:23:34.84+03:13:15.6 0.009777 HST F110W 1.4175570488 50 512 0.01

J0944 09:44:01.87-00:38:32.2 0.00478 HST F814W 0.0065636460 2100 512 0.01

J1016 10:16:24.48+37:54:46.0 0.00388 HST F814W 0.0567662762 156 512 0.01

J1238 12:38:06.88+10:09:56.0 0.00855 SDSS I−BAND 0.0105636963 20 512 0.01

J1418 14:18:51.11+21:02:39.8 0.003795 HST F275W1 0.0027794047 625 512 0.01

TABLE I. For each galaxy in our sample, its reference ID (according to this paper), WCS coordinates, image source, image
filter, and segmentation/deblending parameters are provided.

Derived from the Petrosian radius, additional radii
were calculated at 20%, 50%, 80%, and 100% the total
flux radius (Figure 2). Galaxy coverage was assessed for
each plotted radius. At varying fractions of enclosed flux,
depending on the galaxy, we record the radius that max-
imized stellar complex coverage across the galaxy, while
avoiding redundancies from overlapping regions. Using
each stellar complex’s spatial coordinates and elliptical
properties (Table 2), we defined these apertures on each
galaxy image and extracted a region file, at the specified
radius, from DS9.

The Petrosian-derived elliptical apertures are conve-
nient and easily quantified. This was the first way we an-
alyzed each identified stellar complex separate from the
rest of the galaxy. To further maximize galaxy coverage,
while minimizing region overlaps, we also extracted free-
form polygon apertures, defined by the perimeters of the
deblended segmentation images of each galaxy. Through
directly extracting region files from our deblended seg-
mentation images, we have access to two types of aper-
tures defining the stellar complexes in our galaxy sam-
ple. Ultimately, we map the star formation histories of
the same stellar complexes within each galaxy using (1)
elliptical apertures, and (2) free-form polygon apertures.

S.C. Enc. Flux Center b/a θ

J0248-A 80% (362,640) 0.875 68.620

J0248-B 80% (312,556) 0.902 44.653

J0248-C 80% (283,600) 0.356 48.785

J0823-A 80% x x x

J0823-B 80% x x x

J0823-C 80% x x x

J0823-D 80% x x x

J0823-E 80% x x x

J0944-A 100% (7614,9266) 0.819 48.748

J0944-B 100% (7419,9120) 0.961 20.323

J0944-C 100% (7429,8936) 0.824 5.809

J0944-D 100% (7358,8751) 0.552 -46.186

J0944-E 100% (7220,8550) 0.650 76.093

J1016-A 50% (205,1781) 0.579 64.605

J1016-B 50% (226,1784) 0.604 -61.388

J1016-C 50% (237,1827) 0.812 72.606

J1016-D 50% (276,1893) 0.713 -3.693

J1238-A 50% (1863,801) 0.877 1.056

J1238-B 50% (1843,798) 0.740 78.078

J1418-A 80% (6100,3589) 0.754 81.190

J1418-B 80% (6141,3520) 0.970 63.881

TABLE II. In addition to defining the stellar complexes iden-
tified in each galaxy (corresponding to their labels in Figure
2), we define the elliptical apertures at a given Petrosian-
derived radius.
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FIG. 2. Left: Each galaxy in our sample (J0248, J0823, J0944, J1016, J1238, J1418 top to bottom)
Middle: Each galaxy marked with elliptical apertures derived from their Petrosian radii.
Right: Each galaxy marked with free-form-polygon apertures in the shape of their deblended regions.
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B. Extracting KCWI 1D Spectra

For each stellar complex we identified in Section II. A.,
we extracted their emission and absorption spectra from
the Keck Cosmic Web Imager (KCWI). The KCWI is an
instrument that uses integral field spectroscopy to collect
spectral data for every observed spaxal defining a source.
These spectra range from wavelengths of 3500 to 5600 Å
[4]. To extract flux and variance spectra for each stellar
complex, we used Pyregion on the elliptical and free-
form-polygon apertures defining each. Upon extracting
the flux spectrum and variance spectrum for each stellar
complex, we analyzed the Balmer lines present in their
spectra.

1. Using Balmer Lines as an Age Indicator

The Balmer series defines the spectral line emissions
and absorptions present in hydrogen. When hydrogen
excites from the second energy state, Balmer line absorp-
tion troughs form. When hydrogen deexcites to the sec-
ond energy state, Balmer line emission peaks form. When
we analyze Balmer lines, the emission peaks are repre-
sentative of younger stellar populations. These peaks
are from the nebulae surrounding stars. As stars radi-
ate significant energy, enough to excite the surrounding
nebulae, these emission lines form from their eventual
deexcitation. Thus, Balmer line emissions are indica-
tive of younger, more massive O-type stars. The ab-
sorption troughs, while they are present for all stellar
populations, are representative of older stellar popula-
tions. The troughs are from the stars themselves, and so
they will be present for all stellar populations, whether
they are observable or not. These troughs are only ob-
servable when the emission peaks are small enough, or
non-existent. Thus, Balmer line absorptions, which are
only seen for stars that are radiating significantly less
energy than O-type stars, are indicative of older A-type
stars. Ultimately, Balmer line emissions and absorptions
are particularly relevant when mapping stellar popula-
tion ages, and hence star formation histories, due to their
sensitivity to stellar age.

2. Fitting Balmer Lines

We observed and fit the Balmer lines of each stel-
lar complex to Gaussian, Lorentzian, or ”Gaussian plus
Lorentzian” profiles, depending on their emission and ab-
sorption strengths. To do this, we utilized the line fitting
program, LMFIT [5]. For the emission and/or absorption
lines selected, this program iterates through 1000 unique
parameters, conducting an F-Test in search of a “best
fit.” This is defined, statistically, by the lowest possible
χ2 value:

χ2 =
∑

(
model − data

error
)2 (2)

S.C. Hγ EW(EM) Hγ EW(AB) Hδ EW(EM) Hδ EW(AB)
J0248-A 74.806 — 35.979 —

J0248-B 125.823 — 59.145 —

J0248-C 58.437 — 28.582 —

J0823-A 0.641 6.894 0.040 5.775

J0823-B 0.732 7.684 0.284 7.043

J0823-C 33.007 4.131 15.502 4.653

J0823-D 1.827 6.813 0.668 4.875

J0823-E 0.949 6.812 0.436 7.652

J0944-A 82.633 — 37.023 —

J0944-B 41.029 — 18.340 2.748

J0944-C 87.483 — 39.143 1.096

J0944-D 41.569 — 18.506 3.628

J0944-E 21.242 3.820 9.118 3.803

J1016-A 75.374 — 32.897 —

J1016-B 44.361 — 19.518 3.321

J1016-C 42.837 6.456 18.665 6.462

J1016-D 14.292 — 9.753 —

J1238-A 34.524 — 16.651 4.013

J1238-B 1.294 4.721 0.596 7.001

J1418-A 68.604 — 28.828 —

J1418-B 53.979 — 22.271 —

TABLE III. For each stellar complex, we fit the Hγ and
Hδ Balmer lines and quantify their emission and absorption
strengths through integrating flux of the emission and/or ab-
sorption against the flux continuum.

C. Quantifying Emission and Absorption
Components of Balmer Lines

Once we fit their Balmer lines, we calculated their
emission and absorption equivalent widths (EW), defined
by the following integrals:

EWemission =

∫
Fλ

Fcontinuum
− 1 dλ (3)

EWabsorption =

∫
1− Fλ

Fcontinuum
dλ (4)

The corresponding EWs of Hγ and Hδ emission and
absorption for each stellar complex are listed in Table
3. For many of the younger stellar complexes, as well
as those with particularly broad absorption troughs, the
fitting program was unable to register absorptions. For
these stellar complexes, there was a defined EW(EM),
but no EW(AB). This does not mean there is no absorp-
tion; instead, however, it means there are infinite fits the
program can iterate through. Rather than listing one of
these iterations, we replace the EW(AB) with “—”.
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D. Quantifying Stellar Population Ages with BEAGLE

With quantified equivalent widths for each stellar com-
plex in each of our sample galaxies, we compared the
emission and absorption strengths to approximate the
relative ages of these stellar complexes; however, this
approximation is merely qualitative. Using state-of-
the-art stellar population synthesis (SPS) model BEAGLE
(BayEsian Analysis of GaLaxy sEds), we quantify these
age approximations. Through setting parameters in stel-
lar mass, stellar and gas-phase metallicity, specific star
formation rate, timescale of the recent burst we are sim-
ulating, ionization parameter, dust-to-metal mass ratio,
and attentuation, we generated mock spectra for a galaxy
modelled to resemble those that made up our sample (Ta-
ble 4). Three sets of mock spectra were generated, as we
assumed three potential star formation history models:
Pure Single Stellar Population (SSP), Constant Star For-
mation, and Composite (SSP and Constant). All three
sets contain mock spectra with quantified emissions and
absorptions at different time stamps. The earliest spec-
trum is generated for the mock galaxy at 1,000,000 years,
the latest is at 1,000,000,000 years, and 60 additional
spectra are created at times spaced logarithmically be-
tween these two extremes.

Once these mock spectra were generated, we calcu-
lated their Balmer line equivalent widths, thus quanti-
fying their emissions and absorptions, as explained in
Section II.C. Using these calculated values, we construct
EW grids, one for Hγ and another for Hδ, with the EW
of emission (EW(EM)) along the x-axis and EW of ab-
sorption (EW(AB)) along the y-axis. Color-coded with
respect to age, this grid depicts how emission and ab-
sorption strengths vary with age. Upon over-plotting the
EW(EM) and EW(AB) calculated from each stellar com-
plex’s extracted 1D spectrum, we approximate their ages
depending on their positions on the grid, specifically rel-
ative to the mock spectra. Knowing the age distribution
of stellar complexes in a galaxy is valuable in learning
more about their star formation histories. In addition
to mapping the star formation histories of each of the 6
sample galaxies, we spatially resolve their images, such
that we can see these star formation histories as well.

III. STAR FORMATION HISTORIES:
MAPPING AND ANALYSIS

A. Results

For each stellar complex, its error in EW(EM) is de-
rived from the median value of the LMFIT-calculated error
array, derived from the χ2 of our Balmer line fits. The
error in EW(AB) varies depending on whether or not it
is defined numerically in Table 3. For the stellar com-
plexes with defined EW(AB), the error is derived just as
EW(EM) was. For the stellar complexes without defined
EW(AB), however, the EW(AB) of the mock spectrum

point closest in EW(EM) is set as the upper limit (de-
picted by a downward arrow in place of error bars in
Figure 3).
In galaxy J0248, the youngest stellar complex is ap-

proximately 3,548,134 years old, and the oldest stellar
complex is approximately 11,220,185 years old. Two of
the three stellar complexes fall in the age range of O-type
stars, while the third falls in the range of B-type stars.
The star formation history, spatially, shows a southeast-
ern propagation, with minimal resolution in the two east-
ern stellar complexes.
In galaxy J0823, the youngest stellar complex is ap-

proximately 39,810,717 years old, and the oldest stellar
complex is approximately 251,188,643 years old. Four
of the five stellar complexes fall in the age range of A-
type stars, while the fifth falls in the age range of B-type
stars. The star formation history, spatially, shows an
inward propagation, with the B-type stellar population
surrounded by A-type stellar populations.
In galaxy J0944, the youngest stellar complex is ap-

proximately 5,623,413 years old, and the oldest stellar
complex is approximately 35,481,339 years old. Three of
the five stellar complexes fall in the age range of B-type
stars, while the remaining two fall in the range of O-type
stars. The star formation history, spatially, shows two
inward propagations, as the center-most and two outer-
most stellar complexes are significantly older than the
remaining two.
In galaxy J1016, the youngest stellar complex is ap-

proximately 8,912,509 years old, and the oldest stellar
complex is approximately 112,201,845 years old. One of
the four stellar complexes falls in the age range of A-type
stars, two of the four stellar complexes fall in the age
range of B-type stars, and the last stellar complex falls
in the range of O-type stars. The star formation his-
tory, spatially, shows a northwestern propagation, with
the starburst and post-starburst regions being separated
by significantly larger B-type stellar complexes.
In galaxy J1238, the youngest stellar complex is ap-

proximately 22,387,211 years old, and the oldest stellar
complex is approximately 50,118,723 years old. Both
stellar complexes fall in the age range of B-type stars;
however, the older of the two crosses into the age range
of A-type stars, upon considering its error. The star for-
mation history, spatially, shows consistently B-type stel-
lar populations. Despite one stellar complex being more
than twice as old as the other, both are too old to radiate
Lyman continuum photons, but neither are too young to
become core-collapse supernovae.
In galaxy J1418, the youngest stellar complex is ap-

proximately 5,011,872 years old, and the oldest stellar
complex is approximately 10,000,000 years old. One stel-
lar complex falls in the age range of O-type stars, while
the other falls in the age range of B-type stars. The star
formation history, spatially, shows a northeastern prop-
agation, with a relatively smaller age distribution than
that present in the other galaxies.
Across all 6 galaxies we found that:
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FIG. 3. Each row contains the star formation histories of a single galaxy in our sample. The EW grids and spatially resolved
plots are color coded according to likely stellar classifications (i.e. dark blue represents O-type, pink represents B-type, and
yellow represents A-type). Left: EW grids Hγ Middle: EW grids Hδ Right: Spatially resolved galaxies
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Parameter Value Description

log(Z/Z⊙) −1.06 Stellar Metallicity of the composite SFH model

log(Z/Z⊙) −1.06 Gas-Phase Metallicity of the composite SFH model

log(M/M⊙) 6.63 Total Stellar Mass of the composite SFH model

log(SFR/M⊙) −1.16 SFR of the recent burst in the composite SFH model

t 106 Timescale of the recent burst in the composite SFH model

log(U) −1.75 Effective Galaxy-Wide Ionization Parameter

ϵ 0.1 Effective Galaxy-Wide Dust-to-Metal Mass Ratio

µ 0.3 Fraction of Attenuation Optical Depth from the Diffuse ISM

TABLE IV. Constraints in metallicity, stellar mass, sSFR, timescale of a recent burst, ionization parameter, dust-to-metal mass
ratio, and attenuation. The metallicity, stellar mass, and sSFR are all specific to galaxy J1418, defined in [6]. The remaining
values are more general and are defined in [5]

.

(1) Two contain stellar complexes that fall within the
age range of A-type stars
(2) Four contain stellar complexes that fall within the
age range of O-type stars
(3) All six contain stellar complexes that fall within the
age range of B-type stars
(4) Four contain stellar complexes that fall within two
of the three age ranges
(5) One contains stellar complexes within all three age
ranges
(6) One contains stellar complexes within one age range

Knowing the age distribution of stellar complexes
in a galaxy is critical to learning more about their star
formation histories. Upon their eventual core-collapses,
older (A-type) stars are responsible for creating galactic
winds, and hence “holes” in the interstellar clouds.
Meanwhile, as younger (O-type) stars radiate great
amounts of energy, they are responsible for creating Ly-
man continuum photons. Many of the stellar complexes
in our galaxy sample fall within the ambiguous region
between likely A-type and O-type stellar populations.
Therefore, it is unclear whether these stars (within the
pink region in Figure 3) are young enough to radiate Ly-
man continuum photons, old enough to produce galactic
winds from their core-collapse supernovae, or neither. As
long as this remains unknown, the uncertainties remain,
regarding the escape of Lyman continuum photons into
the IGM during the EoR.

IV. NEXT STEPS

There are many trends in star formation histories
amongst pairs of galaxies; however, there are few consis-
tencies that apply to the entire sample. In the future, we
plan to define smaller stellar complexes in each galaxy.
This will provide greater insight on the star formation
histories in these EoR local analogs. Smaller stellar com-

plexes will provide a more detailed map of star formation
histories in these galaxies. Through comparing these in-
tricate maps to the general ones presented in this paper,
we can better understand how galaxies, specifically EoR
local analogs, formed and evolve.

Additionally, in the future, we plan to more thoroughly
study some of the galaxies in our sample. Galaxy J0944
has a very interesting morphology and star formation his-
tory. Further studying this galaxy’s general kinematics
and metal content can provide great insight on –. Galaxy
J1016 has much higher spatial resolution, as it is closer
to us that most of the galaxies in our sample. With this
said, more stellar complexes can be identified and ana-
lyzed. Additionally, according to the more general map
of star formation history in J1016, there are A-type, B-
type, and O-type stars present. This presence of A-type
and O-type stars supports the theory that Lyman con-
tinuum photons escape into the IGM via ”holes” in the
ISM, created from core-collapse supernovae. To further
understand what this theory would entail, we can more
thoroughly analyze J1016.
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Appendix A: Appendixes

Accessing Data In each JXXX folder, there is a sec-
ond folder: JXXXXDS9. This contains the files neces-
sary to run the code in the additional folders. To start,
there are the matched galaxy images, from HST or DESI
(specified), with the filter in the file name. Additionally,
there are the polygon regions extracted for each stellar
complex. Lastly, for each galaxy there are the KCWI
data cubes for flux and variance spectra.

In each JXXXX ntbk folder, there are two notebooks:
JXXXXsegmdeblend and JXXXXSPEC. The first is
used to go through the segmentation and deblending pro-
cess, then establish the Petrosian radius and Petrosian-
based radii. While the elliptical apertures derived from
these radii must be extracted manually from DS9 (by
entering their centers, major and minor axes, and an-
gle), the free-form polygons can be extracted via the pro-
vided code. The second notebook is used to extract the
KCWI 1D spectra, using the regions extracted in the
other notebook. The wavelength array, spectrum, and
variance spectrum that is extracted and saved for each
stellar complex in each galaxy is then loaded into the
multiple line fitting code (not in one of my notebooks–
instead in a separate folder: multiple line fitting test).

Within the multiple line fitting test folder, each stellar
complex’s flux spectrum and variance spectrum, in ad-
dition to the respective galaxy’s cumulative wavelength
grid is located in the example inputs subfolder. The line
fitting program runs from run line fitting.py and creates
EW tables (see ew tables), flux tables (see flux tables),
parameter tables (see parameter tables), and .png plots

of the fit Balmer lines (see plots). Should the line fitting
code fail to run properly on a given spectrum, adjust the
parameters specified in line fitting exec.py.
There is one last set of notebooks, titled J1418 SSP,

J1418 constant, and eventually J1418 composite. This
set of notebooks is in the J1418 ntbk folder. When map-
ping the star formation histories for the galaxies in our
sample, the BEAGLE mock spectra were all generated
from galaxy parameters matching those of J1418. It is
unclear the impact this has on our results, and so, it
is important the mock spectra are eventually generated
for parameters matching the remaining 5 galaxies in our
sample. The notebooks created for SSP, constant, and
composite in those remaining 5 galaxies will eventually
be placed in their corresponding folders.
Included are the fitted emission and absorption spec-

tra, specifically the H-delta and H-gamma Balmer lines,
for each stellar complex of each galaxy in our sample.
The red lines represent the best fit line, upon fitting
the emission peaks and absorption troughs cumulatively.
The blue and cyan lines represent the double-Gaussian
and/or Lorentzian fits that take into account the multiple
emission components or Balmer line absorptions present
in the spectra. The Balmer line is labelled and the chi-
squared value is defined in the upper right corner of each
fit spectrum. As efficient as the line fitting was, there
were some Balmer line absorption troughs that were not
registered by the fitting program, as they were too broad.
Additionally, because the H-beta, H-gamma, and H-delta
Balmer lines show troughs of varying sizes, the line fit-
ting program often failed to fit all three in accordance
with one another. For this reason, we studied the H-
gamma and H-delta Balmer lines to ensure our methods
were consistent.
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